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PRESIDENTS REPORT'
Accidents will happen
You report to the job day after
day. You know it inside out. Under
your hand the machine hums. It
takes skill, precision and a certain
touch, but you've got it down. It's
almost instinct now, you don't even
have to think about it. Scenario for
an accident.
It always happens when least
expected. It never fails to shock,
even if it's not really surprising. It
happened again recently when the
ILWU lost two more of its own.
As we report on page 8, Local
94 foreman John Prohoroff lost his
life aboard the Stream Express at
the SSA terminal at Long Beach's
Pier F March 14 while he was routinely preparing the ship to be
worked. He was the first ILWU
longshore fatality of 2002.
While investigations are ongoing, what we know now indicates
that Prohoroff, a veteran longshoreman of more than 40 years,
made no mistakes that day. The
problem came from the ship's gear.
The following day tragedy
struck again. Mario Gonzalez, a
member of warehouse Local 26,
was working at the Hugo NeuProler facility on Terminal Island
in the Port of Los Angeles as he had
since 1979. He was operating a
huge mill that shreds cars for
scrap. As happens frequently, the
milljammed,requiring the workers
to go inside with welding torches to
cut the material and relieve the
jam.
Gonzalez had done this many
times and in fact was extremely
safety conscious, having trained
others on safety procedures. But
that day the crew was under pressure to produce—a ship was on its
way in to pick up the material they
were working on and the jam made
for further delays. The electrical
power was shut down and Gonzalez
hurried into the mill, but the
hydraulic power that operated the
huge, several-ton door was not
turned off. It closed on his chest,
killing him. OSHA is still investigating the matter.
Dangers lurk constantly in
many of the industries the ILWU
covers. Personal vigilance and
adherence to safety regulations
make a big difference, but sometimes the rules themselves are
inadequate to ensure safety.
Many members of the ILWIrs
marine division, the Inlandboatmen's Union, work tug and tow
boats. Often they live aboard the
boats for two, three, four weeks at
a time, working shifts of six hours
on and six hours off. The most
extended sleep they can ever get is
six hours and that's if they can fall
right to sleep and bounce right out
of bed and take their watch. The
accumulated exhaustion, a factor in
nearly every tug and tow accident,
increases the risk in what is
already a dangerous job where one
slight slip may cost life or limb.
These conditions are imposed
by the employers—to reduce crew
size and the company's labor
costs—and are tolerated by government agencies. But as we report on
page 3, while OSHA and the Coast
Guard try to avoid regulatory and
enforcement authority for conditions aboard the boats, and the
employers try to find pseudo-scientific ways to decrease fatigue other
than proper sleep, the 1BU is working to change the situation.
Remember, we are supposed to
be working for a living,
—Steve Stallone
Editor

The truth about the International's efforts
to resolve the Local 6 internal dispute
By James Spinosa
ILWU International President
A vicious, coordinated campaign of lies appears to be in high
gear, directed most recently against the International Executive
Board, concerning the International's efforts to resolve the ongoing internal dispute in warehouse Local 6. I am writing to lay out
for the membership the facts, which are fully documented in the
court files, so that you can judge what is really going on here.
Since the fall of 2000 two Local 6 political factions—one
group led by Fred Pecker and the other by Roberto Flotte, Jr.—
have been at war. They have filed charges and counter-charges,
recall petitions and counter-petitions against each other, alleging
very serious acts of misconduct under the Local 6 Constitution.
They have also filed lawsuits and counter-suits against each other
as well as the different Local 6 divisions. The internal fighting has
disrupted all aspects of Local 6 internal government, including the
orderly conduct of General Executive Board meetings and membership meetings. It also caused a complete breakdown in the
processing of the internal charges and counter-charges under the
Local 6 Constitution.
From the start the International officers spent countless hours in
meetings and discussions with the warring parties and their attorneys to try to settle the matter for the sake of the Local 6 membership. Unfortunately,
both sides have been
unwilling to compromise and have rejected
the International's proposals for peace. The
Pecker camp early on
demanded that the
International impose a
full receivership and appoint International trustees to run the affairs of
the Local. Because the
International has never
suspended the autonomy of a local and has a
policy of non-intervention unless reasonable
alternatives have been
exhausted, the International Executive Board chose less drastic action. In March 2001, the
IEB ordered that the Local 6 charges and counter-charges filed
against both factions be heard under Article VIII of the International
Constitution. The IEB determined that the internal fighting would continue until we got at the truth, through proper and orderly procedures,
as to the allegations and cross-allegations of political misconduct.
Equally important, the gravity of the pending charges, including
claims that false charges had been filed for political or retaliatory reasons, required a complete investigation and full corrective action, as
the facts may show, to carry out the principles and policies of the
MU as well as the mandates of the law.
From April through June 2001 trial proceedings were conducted under Article VIII of the International Constitution before the
three-member committee that the IEB had previously appointed to
monitor the Local 6 situation. The charges were heard in the order
they were filed. Both sides fully participated and used up more
than 25 days of hearings just to complete the first three charges
against Pecker. The trial committee submitted majority and minority reports to the IEB. which in June 2001, adopted the majority
report finding Pecker guilty of having used paid, working time as
a Local 6 Business Agent when he campaigned for union office in
violation of the Local 6 and International Constitutions as well as
federal law. The IEB issued Pecker a six-month suspension,
ordered he pay restitution to the Local for three days of pay and
directed he be reinstated as Business Agent since the six months
had already been served. The issue of Pecker's eligibility under the

Local 6 Constitution to run for future office did not come up and
was not addressed at that time. The IEB ordered all remaining
charges against Pecker and all others to be heard by Al Perish°, a
retired Local 63 member and federal mediator.
Because the Flotte faction in charge of Local 6 at that time
refused to reinstate Pecker, the International went into court to
force compliance with the IEB rulings. Pecker and his attorneys
actively supported the international's legal efforts to enforce the
June 2001 rulings of the IEB. The International later obtained from
the court contempt sanctions against Local 6 for failing to fully
comply with the IEB rulings, including those reinstating Pecker.
In August and September 2001, the remaining charges were
heard by Perisho. On Sept. 28, 2001 the IEB adopted Perisho's
report finding Pecker innocent of the remaining charges against
him and Local 6 Business Agents Jill Duke and Rhina Ratcliffe not
guilty as to their charges. The IEB also adopted Perisho's findings
that Roberto Flotte, Jr., Hector Valdivia, John Lopes and Lupe
Ornelas were guilty of filing false charges and other misconduct.
The IEB made the following rulings: 1) the Board ordered the
removal from office of Flotte as Local 6 President, Valdivia as
Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer and Lopes as Local 6 Business
Agent; 2) authorized the International Officers to appoint temporary officials to run the local; and 3) directed that the International
Balloting Committee
supervise the Local 6
elections scheduled for
November.
Again the International had to get
court enforcement of
the IEB rulings and
again Pecker and his
allies actively supported these legal efforts.
Ultimately, all of the
Local 6 litigants agreed
in court to an injunction
requiring that the Local
6 election be conducted under detailed rules
and procedures mandated by the 1E8,
including the following:
"The International Balloting Committee shall resolve all questions
as to the eligibility of candidates as may arise under the Local 6
Constitution and/or the ILWU Constitution" and "The appointment
of the International Balloting Committee, Sequoia Pacific and any
other personnel to perform the above duties is temporary and
shall terminate after final certification of the election results and
resolution of any challenges and objections or one year after this
appointment, whichever is earlier."
In October 2001 the International received several complaints
from Local 6 members who insisted that Pecker and other candidates were ineligible to be on the ballot. According to the established
election rules, the International Balloting Committee made a point of
informing all Local 6 members in the first official election notice.
dated Oct. 29, 2001 that "The eligibility of any candidate may be
raised as an election challenge per the procedures stated at the end
of this notice." This statement was listed in the Election Notice
immediately after the list of candidates to be placed on the ballot.
The election procedures for the Local 6 election were much like
those for President of the United States, which played out so prominently in the last federal election. In particular, candidates with the
highest votes were not authorized to take office unless and until the
1EB ruled on all election challenges and certified the results and the
winners. This procedure, which has been a feature of the UM
Constitution for several years, was set out in the IEB rulings of Sept.
28, 2001 and the election notices to the Local 6 membership. In
fact, candidates with the highest votes did not even try to take office

The international
Officers have spent
countless hours
trying to settle this
matter for the sake
of the Local 6
membership.

continued on page 8
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USCG closes eyes to real fix for fatigue
By Tom Price
he tug Chinook was pushing a
barge down Lake Washington on
a clear summer's night two
years ago when the captain, alone in
the wheelhouse, fell asleep at the
helm. It may have been only a few
moments, but when he came to he
realized he was heading straight for
the Evergreen Point bridge. Steering
hard to port and advancing the starboard engine, the captain's skillful
maneuver saved most of the bridge as
the tow missed five pilings, but it hit
the sixth.
The Coast Guard's reflexes were
almost as swift—blame the captain.
He'd had rest before his watch, but
had worked 30 of the previous 51
hours before the collision. Ship's
duties interrupted his rest period
three times. A Coast Guard investigation determined fatigue was a factor
in the accident.
Still, the Coast Guard suspended
the captain's license. But it let the
company, Seacoast Towing, off the
hook for the $11,000 fine imposed for
violating the federal law limiting
mariners' work to 12 hours in every
24 hours. Even though the Coast
Guard's own accident report concluded that given the Chinook's "operational schedule, operating area, and
manning, it is difficult if not impossible to comply with the requirements"
of the 12-hour rule. Seacoast is a nonunion double-breasting operation of
Foss Maritime, a union company
under contract with the ILWU's
marine division, the Inlandboatmen's
Union. The Chinook carried a crew of
three, where the same boat operated
by Foss under an IBU agreement
would have had five.
Crew fatigue has contributed to a
growing number of maritime disasters, killing sailors and civilians alike,
and endangering the lives of everyone
along the shore. A 1996 Coast Guard
study of 279 accidents showed fatigue
contributed to 16 percent of the accidents and was a factor in 33 percent.
Closer investigations also reveal a
broader threat to the industry—substandard boats that are neither
inspected nor regulated. With predominately non-union crews, and "at will"
employment, the mariners have little
power to oppose unsafe conditions.
Enforcement of health and safety
standards for tugs falls into the cracks
between the Coast Guard and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). And in a highly competitive business these maritime sweatshops act as a downward pressure on
wages and working conditions at the
union companies that have better
standards.
In order to find solutions to the
accident problem, Congress authorized a Towing Safety Advisory Committee. Chartered 20 years ago,
TSAC's 16-member group advises the
Secretary of Transportation through
the U.S. Coast Guard on ways to
improve safety in the industry
The transportation secretary
appointed seven members from the

barge and towing industry to the
committee, one from the offshore oilrig supply vessel owners, two from
the port districts, two shippers' representatives, two public members, and
two from labor. IBU San Francisco
Regional Director Marina Secchitano
is one of the labor representatives to
TSAC. Coast Guard officers also sit
in. The composition of the committee
clearly favors employers.
"Since the employers are resistant to any kind of regulatory solutions, a lot of what's done in our committee is to form a consensus with
industry" Secchitano said.
The documents TSAC produces
usually become an advisory attachment to the Coast Guard's Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular,
(NVIC), a non-binding recommendation, though some recommendations
make it into Coast Guard regulations.
Recent reports on fire safety and
barge inspections came out of that
consensus. But when it comes to
issues of crew safety, TSAC avoids the
obvious answer to fatigue-increased
manning. That would affect the companies' profits, so industry-run TSAC
is looking at every other new-fangled
solution imaginable instead.
"The Coast Guard and industry
want to look for alternatives to additional manning," Secchitano said.
"That's what they're talking about.
Instead of putting somebody additional on, let's try to change the lights
on the tug so the melatonin [a sleepinducing hormone] doesn't kick in
when the night watch is on duty.
Various studies by medical professionals say that green lights on the
evening watch will stop your body
from making melatonin."
Other TSAC studies recommended changes in crews' quarters to protect off-watch mariners from noise,
and porthole covers to shield sleeping
crew members from light. Altering
diet and mealtimes, the study said,
would encourage sleep at the appropriate time.
These changes ignore the
mariners' main complaint—the twowatch system. Under that regime a
ship's day divides into four alternating, six-hour watches. The most continuous sleep anyone can get under
ideal conditions is six hours, and conditions are far from ideal. It also
translates into a staggering 84-hour
workweek, often for weeks on end.
That's 24 hours more than truckers'
60-hour legal workweek and 12 hours
more than the standards of the U.N.'s
International Labor Organization.
Unless they have a union contract,
mariners on these ships don't get
overtime pay. The obvious solution is
three, eight-hour watches, but that
means larger crews and higher labor
costs.
TSAC's most recent meeting was
held in San Francisco March 13-14,
2002. At that meeting Captain
Richard Block of the Gulf Coast
Mariners Assn.(GCMA),an organization of workers from the decks,
engine rooms and wheelhouses of the
nations' uninspected
vessels, presented
evidence of the
effects of chronic
understaffing and of
crews overworked
without rest.
Guard
"Coast
Admiral North said
human factors cause
80 percent of maritime
accidents,"
Block told the committee. "We are the
human factor."
Block told the
mariners' side of the
story with hundreds
Regional
Francisco
of pages of docuSan
IBU
and
Block
Richard
Captain
ments detailing acciDirector Marina V. Secchitano.
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Crews on tugs like the Millenium Star, which works the L.A. harbor area, work
the six hours on, six hours off shifts that lead to fatigue and accidents.
dents caused by understaffing and
overwork on un-inspected boats.
In incidents like the Chinook's,
the company faces a small fine of
around $10,000 for 12-hour rule violations. This slap on the wrist is more
than made up for in lower wage costs
from the two-watch system, giving
employers an economic incentive to
violate the rule. And since the Coast
Guard does not license corporate officers, it can't take their jobs away, but
it can and will beach mariners.
Most tugs are less than 150 feet
long and displace less than 200 tons.
To the Coast Guard, ships that small
fall into the "un-inspected" category
and there are 5,200 such vessels with
12,000 licensed and 18,000 other
mariners aboard them. The Coast
Guard calls their tickets "lower-level
licenses," a term mariners find
demeaning. Any license to work on
ships under 1,600 tons is "lowerlevel."
Many small cargo ships service
ports and oil rigs. One of these, the
Seabulk Georgia, met with disaster
off the Gulf Coast in August 2000.
The Seabulk Georgia, a 180-foot
offshore supply vessel, was on a journey to re-supply an oilrig at sea when
it rammed a drilling platform. The
mate was in the wheelhouse, at the
end of a six-hour watch with six hours
sleep before that. All he remembered
was checking the weather report and
then the collision. He had either
blacked out before, or suffered amnesia after the accident. The boat went
under the platform, destroying the
wheelhouse and amputating the
mate's legs.
An oiler served as lookout, but he
had gone below to inspect the engines
and grab some food. He had worked
more than 17 hours in the 24 hours
before the accident. The captain was
not on watch at the time, but he
admitted he frequently put in 20hour days.
The Coast Guard declared the
mate to be at fault and graciously
allowed him to surrender his license.
As is the case with most mariners, he
had no union and no workers' compensation. The mate was left with
minimum medical care and no job, and
his only recourse was to sue. His attorneys' investigation turned up some
disturbing facts.
Since the cooks had been removed
from the boats in a cost-cutting move,
crewmembers had to go to the galley
and prepare their own food. This
requires the lookout to take the wheel,
a violation. Both the lookout and mate
relieved each other to eat, leaving only
one person watching under the night
skies, another violation.
Even though the Seabulk Georgia
was an inspected vessel, the investigation turned up several serious

defects. The gyrocompass had failed,
and the autopilot used the magnetic
compass for references. Magnetic
compasses don't usually point true
north, and in this case the magnetic
compass was not reliable. Due to an
electrical failure the rudder had a
tendency to go "hard over" on its
own, a defect that had not been properly corrected. Any of these conditions could have caused the accident,
especially when combined with
fatigue. The company settled Dec. 17,
2001, for an undisclosed but apparently satisfactory sum.
Another example Block presented
to TSAC went all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court. In this case an oildrilling rig working inland waters off
Louisiana suffered an explosion in
July 1997, killing four and injuring
two others.
The Coast Guard investigated,
but sent the labor safety issue to
OSHA as part of the agreement
between the two agencies. Since the
Coast Guard doesn't regulate labor
standards on un-inspected vessels,
OSHA fined the owner, Mallard Bay
Drilling. Mallard appealed the ruling
to the U.S. Fifth Court of Appeals,
which overturned the OSHA ruling
and said the Coast Guard had jurisdiction. Alexis Herman, then
Secretary of Labor, appealed to the
Supreme Court. The current
Secretary Elaine Chao, continued the
case and the court decided in her
favor Jan. 9, 2002. Consequently, uninspected vessels, including many
towing vessels, may come under
OSHA's purview.
"Meanwhile GCMA is asking the
Coast Guard to fill in the gaps, but it
might take between 10 and 12 years
for this to happen," Block said.
"Industry would love to drag it on.
They would like to regulate themselves. But when they don't follow
their own rules, who do you complain
to? There's no one."
The court's decision makes clear
there is no agency fully responsible for
worker safety on un-inspected vessels,
and that legislation is desperately needed. Since the Coast Guard licenses
mariners, working mariners almost
universally demand the Coast Guard be
charged with inspecting all commercial
vessels and be responsible for enforcing
crew safety.
"The majority of changes that have
come in the industry have come as a
result of accidents," Secchitano said.
"Our guys think that the prevention of incidents in the towing industry is through people. The lack of people adds a certain element of risk that
cannot be addressed by the food you
eat, or the music you listen to before
you go to sleep, or the light and
sounds. It's just about putting another person on the boat."
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Congress ponders post-Enron pension reform
By Lindsay McLaughlin
ILWU Legislative Director
he seventh largest company in the United
States, Enron, crashed
and burned due in part to
alleged criminal conduct on
the part of its top management and the complicity ofits
auditor, Arthur Andersen.
Similar questionable conduct
has taken place at companies
like Waste Management, Inc.
(which employs members of
ILVVTJ warehouse Local 6)
and Global Crossing. Left in
the wake of Enron's collapse
are workers who trusted their
company and its promises of
a secure retirement fund, but
were abandoned as corporate
executives made off with all
the loot.
The big question for
America's workers now is:
will there finally be changes
in the law to ensure retirement security and put an
end to corporate crimes
against workers? Given the
incredibly powerful influence of corporations on the
US. government, we probably will not see an end to these corporate criminal behaviors but there are
some signs that our government officials might stumble into making a little progress for America's working
families.
Last month a federal bankruptcy
judge authorized a $5 million fund for
former Enron Corporation employees
facing financial emergencies. The
judge also told Enron and its creditors to discuss the possibility of further payments to former employees.
The ex-workers are backed by the
AFL-CIO and Reverend Jesse
Jackson's Rainbow/PUSH Coalition.
These workers want to be paid and
deserve to be paid the severance packages outlined in Enron's personnel
policies, which would cost an additional $73 million.
On the legislative front Senator
Edward Kennedy (D-MA) is moving
forward with a bill designed to
enhance retirement security. The
Protecting America's Pension Act (S.
1992) provides retirement security by
recognizing that if a company does not
provide a defined benefit plan (a real
pension), then it must be more prudent in designing the 401(k) plan
offered to its workers. It also combines
a broad right to sell company stock in
a 401(k) plan with important counterweights to employer efforts to encourage, induce and seduce workers into
buying company stock against their
own best interest.
The bill also ensures that workers
have an equal voice in running their
401(k) and other defined contribution
retirement plans. It encourages
employers to offer independent
investment advice to workers; gives
workers a right to know when executives are selling stock; requires companies to send quarterly statements
and a warning when a worker's individual retirement account is comprised of more than 20 percent of a
company stock; requires advance
notice of administrative lockdowns;
and prohibits those lockdowns from
being unreasonably long.
The Kennedy bill is now out of
the Committee on Health, Education,
Labor and Pensions, and is being prepared for debate in the full Senate.
Kennedy hopes the American people
rally to support this bill so that it will
prevail on the floor and ultimately in
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conference with what will likely be an
inadequate House version of pension
security legislation.
One piece of legislation introduced in the House, H.R. 2269, falls
short of the goal of ensuring retirement security. The central objective
of this bill, introduced by Rep. John
Boehner (R-OH), is to permit financial institutions, such as mutual fund
companies, banks and insurance companies, to provide investment advice
about their own investment products
from which they earn a profit. To do
this, the bill creates an exemption
from ERISA's worker protections
known as the "prohibited transaction" rules. These rules currently do
not allow transactions between a
retirement plan and a fiduciary when
that fiduciary has a financial or other
conflict of interest. Representatives
of financial institutions, such as the
American Council of Life Insurance,
strongly support the bill because it
would open the door for their members to make more money by providing conflicted investment advice.
Most labor and consumer groups
strongly oppose the Boehner bill
because it puts workers' retirement
security at risk.

UNIONS SAY,'STOP THIEVES!'
At the AFL-CIO Executive
Council meeting Feb. 27, 2002 the
affiliated labor unions urged
Congress and the Securities and
Exchange Commission to promptly
enact proposals for reform of corporate regulation and governance and
disclosure requirements to eliminate
conflicts of interest and enhance protections for investors. These recommendations include:
1) Corporate directors must be
truly independent of the CEO and
corporate management they are overseeing, and boards of directors should
be broadly representative and fully
accountable. The practice of having
"Enron-style" independent directors
who are in fact financially and personally dependent on company executives should end. Boards should be
selected from a diverse pool of qualified candidates, not a narrow group of
corporate insiders.Workers' representation is appropriate for some corporate boards. Directors must be provided the training, resources and
independent staffing to understand

tors and proposals involving
conflicts of interest, selfdealing and self-enrichment.
must
4) Congress
change bankruptcy laws to
give workers' claims for
severance and pension
fraud parity with the claims
of other creditors and to
prevent companies from
hiding assets in bankruptcy
proceedings. While Enron
executives took out hundreds of millions of dollars
in "retention bonuses" and
other extraordinary payments on the eve of bankruptcy, and large banks that
did extensive business with
Enron are dominating the
bankruptcy proceedings,
Enron workers have had
their immediate recovery in
bankruptcy capped at
$4,500 (despite losses well
over $100,000 in many
cases). Last year's antiworker
bankruptcy
"reform" bill that would
have allowed companies
Gary Huckfiluck-Konopaki cartoons like Enron to hide assets in
special purpose entities
their companies and business environments and carry out their respon- from the bankruptcy process is cursibilities as directors. The SEC should rently hung up in conference commitundertake rulemaking to enact these tee. In the wake of Enron it is more
principles for corporate governance, clear than ever that Congress must go
and Congress should mandate rule- back to the drawing board with that
making if the SEC fails to take the bankruptcy bill and increase—rather
than further diminish—protections
for
workers.
2) The accountants who audit a
5) The rules governing executive
company must be truly independent,
and there must be meaningful public compensation must be changed so that
oversight and accountability of the company executives cannot continue to
accounting industry as well as legal cash in, regardless of their performadvisors. Auditors who receive large ance, the health of the company or
consulting fees from the company employees' job and economic security
they audit cannot be independent, as Congress, regulators and the accountthe Enron case showed. Congress ing industry must change the accountmust legislate a ban on consulting by ing treatment of stock options helped
audit firms or mandate rulemaking by corporate insiders, and put meanthat does so. As shareholders and ingful restrictions on how those options
employees, workers need a strong may be exercised and sold. Corporate
public body with full investigative executives should not be allowed to
powers to protect the integrity of insulate themselves from the downside
company financial statements—not a risks of stock options, or to shield milbody dominated by the accounting lions in retirement benefits from the
industry that lacks real investigative reach of bankruptcy courts.
Corporate crime and threats to
authority, as proposed by former
retirement
security are nothing new.
accounting industry lobbyist and curUnions face these monsters every
rent SEC Chairman Harvey Pitt.
Shareholders must have a right working day. It is unions that have
to sue accountants and lawyers for fought and struggled for good defined
aiding and abetting corporate law- benefit pensions for their members,
breaking, and victims of Enron-like and fought for Social Security against
conspiracies must have access to those who would sell retirement secumeaningful civil remedies. A single rity for the American people to the
national standard of recklessness Wall Street barons.
Hopefully, Congress and the Bush
should determine liability in securities fraud cases, and joint and several Administration—in the face of a masliabilities should be restored so vic- sive corporate scandal—may improve
tims have access to a real remedy in private retirement plans, but in the
the most harmful cases in which the long term real retirement security
happens when working men and
company ends up in bankruptcy.
3) Wall Street investment ana- women stand up to employers and the
lysts must be independent from government and say ENOUGH!
Let your legislators hear what you
investment banking operations and
investment managers must vote think ofthese bills. You can reach them
shareholder proxies in the interests of through the ILWU Web site,
workers' beneficiaries. Stock analysts www.ilwu.org. From there, click on the
from the big Wall Street firms rated Legislation and Elections button on
Enron a "buy" even as the company the left-hand side of the page. Then,
slid into bankruptcy. Meanwhile, the click on "E-mail link to Congressional
analysts' firms looked to pocket mil- Offices." Click on the "Issues and
lions in investment banking fees from Legislation" tab, where you will be able
Enron. The SEC should adopt strong to send a letter to Congress.
To reach your legislators by
rules prohibiting analysts from being
phone,
call the Capitol switchboard at
paid based on the performance of the
analysts' firms' investment banking 202-224-3121 and ask for their
division. And the managers of work- offices. Representatives can get leters' retirement assets must make ters at the House of Representatives,
independent judgments concerning Washington, D.C. 20515. Senators
shareholder issues on which they can get them at the U.S. Senate,
vote. They must vote against direc- Washington, D.C. 20510.
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FROM THE .* ‘w
COURT: UNIONS CAN CHARGE NONMEMBERS FOR ORGANIZING COSTS
SAN FRANCISCO (PAI)—In a case
that strongly upholds union rights,
the full Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals reversed a lower court panel
and ruled that unions—in union
shops or agency shops—can charge
non-members for organizing costs.
The case pitted the National
Labor Relations Board and two United
Food and Commercial Workers
locals—one each in Michigan and
Colorado—against the anti-worker
National Right to Work Committee
and its legal defense foundation. They
financed the challenge by five "nonmember" workers covered by UFCW
contracts.
The NLRB won in the March 25
ruling, as the judges said that organizing is vital to bargaining, and thus
"chargeable" to non-members in the
union shop or agency shop.
"This is a very important development," said attorney Bruce
Feldacker, author of "Labor Guide to
Labor Law."
"This is the full Circuit Court
upholding the NLRB. But it could be
heading to the U.S. Supreme Court,"
if the losers appeal, he added.
The Right to Work Committee
and the five non-members argued the
Supreme Court's Beck decision
meant unions could not charge them
for organizing. Beck ordered unions
to give non-members the right to opt
out of paying for politics. But organizing is a different matter, Judge
Stephen Reinhardt said for the court.
"A union serving as a bargaining
unit's exclusive bargaining representative is permitted to charge all
employees, members and non-members alike the costs involved in organizing, at least when organizing
employers within the same competitive market as the bargaining unit
employer," Reinhardt wrote.
He noted this case involved the
agency's expertise. The NLRB's
intensive investigation, plus past statistical studies, showed organizing is
vital to bargaining—and to results.
That's because an organized
employer is less likely to bargain, or
agree to higher wages and better
working conditions, if the employer's
competitors are unorganized, the
judge said. "Organizing is central to
the purpose" of labor law, he
declared. "It is the necessary first
step to collective bargaining because
without organizing, there can be no
majority of union member employees
who may lawfully insist that an
employer bargain collectively.
"Organizing competitors in the
same industry and market area is also
critical," Reinhardt said. It "may be
crucial to improving the wages, benefits and working conditions of
employees" in the unionized company—even the wages of the non-members covered by the union shop or
agency shop, he noted.
"Organizing outside the bargaining unit"—the competitors—"when
successful, eliminates the competition of employers and employees
based on labor conditions regarded as
substandard," Reinhardt said, quoting a 1940 Supreme Court labor law
decision.
Reinhardt left to the NLRB the
definition of the local market and
what the germane expenses of organizing are. He said that is not an area
where courts have any expertise.
"The specific question presented
here—whether organizing is germane
to collective bargaining—is a complex
and difficult one for the layman,
member of the judiciary or not," the
judge commented. Reinhardt also
threw out the anti-union group's
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Strong actions win strong contract for CFA

Dave Bacon
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California State University faculty members demonstrated for a fair contrac
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cent salary increase this year, despite the
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University campuses.
"We made substantial progress on all our settlement issues, and built lots
'people's
of relationships with students and labor that will help us protect the
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university' in the future," said CFA President Susan
of English at CSU San Bernardino.
"The thing that really brought the administration to sign was our faculty
r Mark
being energized and taking a stand," said bargaining team membe
Vallejo.
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Sekelic, a professor at California Maritime Academy
Contract preparations began with the "Future of the CSU" hearings,
memlaunched in 1999. These hearings and many discussions among union
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and its practice of hiring part-time, temporary lecturers rather
permanent faculty. (See The Dispatcher, October 2001.)
The cut of the CSU budget going to instruction has shrunk from 53 perelder.
cent to 42 percent over the last 10 years, according to Meisenh
Lecturers, the contingent workers of the education world, have neither benem
fits nor job security. Full-time teachers face increased workloads, as progra
and
planning and student services fall on them. Students sit in huge classes
have little access to teachers.
Talks between CFA and the CSU began in April 2001, but reached
y
impasse by July. Mediation failed to bring the two sides closer, so in Februar
bar2002 they went to "fact-finding," the last stage of their legally mandated
gaining process.
As negotiations bogged down, CFA geared up. The union held teach-ins
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The new contract provides health care for lecturers who teach at least two
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classes on one campus. This will give most CSU part-timers health coverag
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After working six years as temps, lecturers will
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contracts for classes they've taught successfully, as long as there is sufficie
work.
The agreement also gives counselors pay parity with other full-time faculd-up
ty, improves family leave and commits the administration to a steppe
search for full-time, tenure-track faculty members.
All faculty will get a two percent raise at implementation and another two
size of
percent as of July 1 of this year. These increases will not depend on the
pay.
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the CSU budget. If the budget gets cut, the cut will not come
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"I'd give this contract a strong 13,- Sekelic said. "But if
budgetary climate in the state, I'd move it up to an A-minus."
—Marcy Rein
reliance on Beck by noting that case
involved free speech—in a political
form—in addition to union rights.
This one didn't.
"Where the claim made by the
non-members does not involve
unions' use of dues for political pur-

ILWU OREGON ENDORSEMENTS
The Columbia River District Council's
recommendations for candidates in the
May 21 primary election are listed below.
U.S. Congress
First Congressional District: David
Wu(D)
Third Congressional District: Earl
Blumenauer (D)
Fourth Congressional District: Peter
DeFazio(D)
Fifth Congressional District: Darlene
Hooley (D)
Statewide Races
Labor Commissioner: Dan Gardner
(NP)
U.S. Senate: Bill Bradbury (D)
Superintendent of Public
Instruction: Susan Castillo (NP)
Judge of Court of Appeals Position I:
David Schuman (NP)
Metropolitan Portland
Senate Dist. 17: Charlie Ringo (D)
Senate Dist. 19: Richard Devlin (D).
Bob Tiernan (R)received an active "Oppose"

Senate Dist. 24: Frank Shields(D)
-100% Labor voting record
Senate Dist. 26: Rick Metsger (D)
Rep. Dist. 27: Mark Hass(D)
Rep. Dist. 28: Jeff Barker (D)
Rep. Dist. 30: Derrick Kitts (R) and
Aron Carleson (D)
Rep. Dist. 33: Mitch Greenlick (D)
Rep. Dist. 34: Brad Avakian (D)
Rep Dist. 36: Mary Nolan (D)
-100% Labor voting record
Rep. Dist. 38: Greg Macpherson (D)
Rep. Dist. 39: Martha Schrader (D)
Rep. Dist. 40: Dave Hunt(D)
Rep. Dist. 41: Carolyn Tomei(D)
Rep. Dist. 42: Diane Rosenbaum (D)
-100% Labor voting record
Rep. Dist. 43: Deborah Kafoury (D)
Rep. Dist. 44: Gary Hansen (D)
Rep. Dist. 45: Jackie Dingfelder (D)
-100% Labor voting record
Rep. Dist. 46: Steve March (D)
-100% Labor voting record
Rep. Dist. 47: Jeff Merkley (D)
Rep. Dist. 48: Randy Leonard (D)
Rep. Dist. 50: Laurie Monnes
Anderson (D)
Rep. Dist. 51: Jan Lee (D)
Rep. Dist. 52: Larry Cramblett(D)
Astoria area
Senate Dist. 16: Joan Dukes(D)
Rep. Dist. 31: Betsy Johnson (D)
Rep. Dist. 32: Elaine Hopson (D)
Newport area
Rep. Dist. 10: Marcia Thompson (D)
Coos Bay area
Rep. Dist. 2: Bruce Cronk (D)
Rep. Dist. 9: Joanne Verger (D)
Eugene area
Senate Dist. 4: Tony Corcoran (D)
-100% Labor voting record
Senate Dist. 6: William Morrisette(D)
Senate Dist. 7: Vicki Walker (D)
Rep. Dist. 7: Donald Nordin (D)
Rep. Dist. 8: Floyd Prozansld (D)
Rep. Dist. 11: Phil Barnhart(D)
-100% Labor voting record
Rep. Dist. 12: dual endorsement of E.
Terry Beyer(D) and Rick Henson (D)
Rep. Dist. 1 3: Robert Ackerman (D)

Salem area
Senate Dist. 10: Bryan Johnston (D)
Senate Dist. 11: Peter Courtney (D)
Rep. Dist. 20: Vicki Berger (R)
Rep. Dist. 21: Mike Swaim (D)
Rep. Dist. 22: Anthony Veliz (D)
Upper Willamette Valley
Senate Dist. 8: Barbara Ross(D)
Rep. Dist. 16: Kelley Wirth (D)
-100% Labor voting record
Rep. Dist. 17: Donald Beale(D)
Rep. Dist. 23: Lane Shetterly (R)
Rep. Dist. 24: Timothy Duerfeldt(D)
poses, but only raises the question of
whether the challenged union activi- Others
ties are germane to collective barLenn Hannon (R)
gaining, we defer to" the NLRB's Senate Dist. 3:
Bates(D)
Alan
5:
Dist.
Rep.
expertise, Reinhardt said.
Rep. Dist. 6: Barbara Davidson (D)
—Mark Gruenberg, PA!Staff Writer Rep. Dist. 59: Patrick Davis(D)
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First IDC Assembly tightens global links
By Steve Stallone
trengthening global ties
forged in the defense of the
Liverpool Dockers and the
Charleston Five, the International Dockworkers Council (IDC)
held its first General Assembly
March 3-6 in Charleston, South
Carolina. ILWU officers and representatives joined some 75 other
unionists from eight countries to
set up new lines of communication, exchange ideas and information on how they could help each
other, and plan the IDC's expansion to ports around the world.
The IDC was first called
together in June 2000 by unions
that had supported the Liverpool
Dockers, 500 British longshore
workers who were fired in
September 1995 for refusing to
cross a picket line. The Liverpool
workers'failure to win back their jobs
after fighting for nearly two-and-ahalf years made dockworkers' unions
painfully aware that as their employers globalized, they would need to
organize globally as well.
Delegates to this year's General
Assembly put the Council's foundation firmly in place. They unanimously adopted a Constitution, elected
officers, set up the organization's
financial base and laid out their tasks
for the immediate future.

S

TASKS AND GOALS
The IDC's Constitution defines
its purpose as "to promote and defend
through all appropriate means the
economic, political and legal rights of
its union affiliates and their members." The General Assembly came to
consensus on specific programs to
carry out that mission in the immediate future. These include:
• To increase the exchange of
information and communication
among the world's port workers.
• To support dockworkers who
are victims of anti-labor actions.
• To strengthen the longshore
profession through training and to
promote health and safety on the job.
• To promote IDC relations with
and represent dockworker interests
to other international organizations,
including labor, governmental and
trade groups.
• To consolidate and strengthen
the IDC worldwide through a program of expansion.
To enhance communication the
organization has set up an e-mail list
for immediate contact among its
members. It also has set up a new
web site (wvirw.idcdockworkers.org)in
English, Spanish and French that it
plans to develop into a clearinghouse
of news and information of concern to
union dockworkers.
One of those concerns foremost in
the minds of the dockworker delegates was safety on the job. The IDC
will collect and disseminate information from all its members on the safety problems they face and the safety
regulations they have in force at their
ports. The organizers hope this
exchange of information will help
improve standards everywhere.
With the Charleston Five victory
now part of its history the IDC
turned its attention to the next two
immediate threats to the world's
dockworkers—the upcoming ILWU
longshore contract negotiations and
the European Port Directive.
All the dockworker delegates at
the meeting listened attentively as
ILWU President Jim Spinosa
explained the hostile atmosphere surrounding his union's contract talks.
With the Charleston and Liverpool
representatives present, and the
ILWU's role in staving off the 1998
attempt to bust the Maritime Union
of Australia fresh in their memories,
they all understood how important

ILWU International President Jim Spinosa (center) addressed the IDC General
Assembly as ILA Local 273 Secretary-Treasurer and chair of the meeting Pat
Riley (left) and the Liverpool Dockers Jimmy Nolan (right) listened.
these negotiations are to them.
"The ILWU ports are the biggest
ports ofentry for every other port," said
Sal Candelaria, President of ILA
Philadelphia Local 1291, expressing
what everyone was thinking. "If they
are strong and healthy, it will be beneficial to all dockers around the world. We
have to make sure they get all the help
they need so they will be there for us."
The other immediate threat to
union dockworkers is a new port
deregulation policy being considered
in the European Union that would
affect nearly every port on the
European continent. Known as the
Port Directive, it launches a direct
attack on union workers and the conditions and standards they have
achieved, in the name of bringing the
"free market" to port services. It
would allow shipping and stevedoring
companies to hire anyone they want
to work their ships, avoiding the registered dockworkers and their union
contracts. It would also allow ship's
crews to do longshore work.
The IDC's European affiliates
have been presenting testimony
against the Port Directive to the
European Parliament and its various
commissions as well as to individual
national governments. On Nov. 6,
2001 about 100 European ports went
on strike to protest the proposed policy Although the Port Directive has
great momentum right now, the
General Assembly committed the IDC
to take whatever action it can to at
least blunt its affects on dockworkers.

EXPANSION

centrated in Europe and North
America, so the General Assembly
agreed it needs to emphasize connecting with unions in Africa, Latin
America and the Asian-Pacific Rim.
The French dockworkers in Marseilles successfully recruited those from
Casablanca, Morocco and together they
are in discussions with dockworkers in
Tunisia, Algeria The Chilean affiliate
is bringing in dockworkers from other
Chilean ports and brought in the
national Peruvian dockworkers union.
It is also talking with other Brazilian
and Paraguayan unions.
IDC representatives have been in
touch with the Singapore Port
Workers Union, the All Japan
Dockworkers Union, the Maritime
Union of Australia and the New
Zealand dockworkers, and hope that
Spinosa, as the newly elected North
American/Pacific Rim Zone Coordinator, can use ILWU relations with
these unions to draw them in. The
Canadian East Coast locals are working to bring in the dockworkers
around the Great Lakes who are
members of Canadian Union of
Public Employees(CUPE).
The Europeans are also trying to
consolidate and expand membership.
They are working to bring in more
unions at other ports in Portugal and
Greece. The affiliate in Piraeus,
Greece's largest port, recruited the
dockworkers of Bulgaria. Together
they are meeting with other unions
along the Black Sea. The recent privatization of Italian ports has seriously
hampered organizing there.
Overtures to German, Dutch,
Belgian and Finnish dockworkers
have foundered on concerns that the
IDC is competing with the
International Transport Workers
Federation (ITF). The ITF encompasses all transportation workers,
including seafarers, railroad workers,
truckers and airline workers as well
as dockers. The IDC focuses only on
dockworkers and sees itself as a compliment to the ITF. Still, the ITF
refuses to accept the IDC as a fraternal organization with common goals,
and this has made some dockworker
unions hesitant to embrace it.
The ILWU belongs to both groups
and doesn't view them as competing
or conflicting.
"We are still participating in the
ITF and will continue to," ILWU
President Spinosa told the General
Assembly. "And we hope the world's
dockers will all be in one house someday. Wherever dockers are, we will be
on board."

As a new organization trying to
bring together dockworkers from
around the world, one of the IDC's
most important immediate tasks is
expanding its membership. Unions
from the U.S., Canada Spain, France,
Sweden, Portugal, Greece and Brazil
sent delegates to the Assembly. Those
from Peru, Chile, Bulgaria and Morocco
are officially affiliated with the IDC,but
couldn't attend the gathering.
A number of U.S. East Coast ILA
locals joined at the Assembly even
though their International has yet to
do so. These included clerks and
checkers Local 1771 from Charleston,
South Carolina, Local 1291 from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Local
269 from Halifax, Canada. Local 1422
from Charleston, Local 273 from St.
John, Canada and Local 1414 from
Savannah, Georgia Local already
belonged. With the new additions,
plus the ILWU's official affiliation,
the IDC's total membership climbed
to 35,000 dockworkers, up from
STRUCTURE AND FINANCES
12,000 just a year and a half ago.
Over that time IDC affiliates
The IDC is an association of
have been making contact with other autonomous dockworkers' unions that
dockworker unions and recruiting make their own decisions on actions
them to join the new organization. they take in accordance with the
Currently IDC membership is con- national laws that govern them. The

IDC has a consciously antibureaucratic structure. Its officers have the title of
"Coordinator," bestowing upon
them only the authority to convene its members for democratic
decision-making meetings. The
chief officer of the IDC, Julian
Garcia of the Spanish dockworker union Coordinadora, is
known as the General Coordinator. Then there are Zone
Coordinators covering the different parts of the world where
the IDC has members—Europe,
the Pacific Rim (West Coast of
North America and Eastern
Asia), the East Coast of North
America and Central/South
America. To keep down expenses and bureaucracy the IDC's
central office is run out of space
donated by Coordirtadora's
Barcelona office and employs only one
staff person.
Because the IDC sees itself as a
network and not a bureaucratic
organization, it runs on a minimum
budget funded by small membership
dues. After reviewing its operational
needs and future projections, the
General Assembly agreed on dues of
$3 per member per year But because
the organization had office, travel
and staff expenses in 2001, but no
dues structure, it ran a deficit of
$37,000 for that year.
Explaining that the ILWU had
meant to affiliate its Longshore
Division with the IDC the year before,
but had been delayed by the need to
get approval from the union's
International Executive Board and the
Longshore Division Caucus, Spinosa
contributed $25,000 from the ILWU in
lieu of last year's dues to defray the
deficit. In a spirit of solidarity the
European affiliates paid the remainder
of the debt so the IDC could start 2002
on an even financial footing.

FINAL DECISIONS
As the General Assembly was finishing its business, ILWU Local 10
representatives Lawrence Thibeaux
and Jack Heyman proposed the IDC
pass the same motion the ILWU
Longshore Caucus had several weeks
earlier in support of African
American journalist Mumia AbuJamal. Abu-Jamal is appealing a
death sentence he received for the
murder of a Philadelphia police officer someone else has confessed to
committing. The General Assembly
unanimously approved the motion,
which called for the IDC to send a letter to the governor of Pennsylvania
requesting that he transfer responsibility for the case from the tainted
local district attorney to the state's
attorney general.
In an emotional ceremony just
before the General Assembly
adjourned, the meeting's chair, Pat
Riley, secretary-treasurer of ILA St.
John's Local 273 presented Liverpool's Jimmy Nolan, who led the
Liverpool Dockers as Chairman of the
Merseyside Port Shop Stewards, with
honorary
title
the
"General
Coordinator Emeritus" of the IDC.
"There would be no IDC without
Liverpool," Riley said.

A number of ILWU members
attended the IDC's General Assembly.
The Coast Committee (International
President Spinosa, International Vice
President Bob McEllrath, Coast
Committeemen Ray Ortiz Jr. and Joe
Wenzl) led the contingent, accompanied by Local 10's Lawrence
Thibeaux, Jack Heyman, Harold
Brinkley and Odra Dunn, Local 13's
David Arian, Ray Familathe and
Michelle Lawrence and Local 63's
Roxanne Lawrence.
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IDC's Julian Garcia on victories and challenges
for dockworkers worldwide

By Steve Stallone
i ifter the International Dockj. workers Council adjourned,
The Dispatcher had an opportunity to sit down with Julian Garcia,
the IDC General Coordinator and the
leader of the Spanish dockworkers
union, Coordinadora, to talk about
what was accomplished at the gathering and where the organization goes
from here.
Garcia explained the latest unionbusting move facing dockworkers in
Europe—a policy known as the Port
Directive now being considered by the
European Union—and what the IDC
is doing about it. Under the guise of
allowing "free market" competition
in port services, the Port Directive
would allow shipping and stevedoring
companies to hire whoever they
wanted to work their vessels, avoiding the registered union dockworkers
and undercutting their pay and conditions. It would also allow ship's
crews to do longshore work.
He also spoke about the action his
union—established after the death of
fascist dictator Francisco Franco in
1976 and steeled through constant
struggle since—took against a ship
loaded by scabs in Charleston. That
bold move convinced the ship owner
to sign a new contract with the
Charleston ILA locals. He expounded
on his idea of solidarity as an expanded sense of self-interest and on the
significance of the Charleston Five
victory for the global dockworkers
movement.
Did this first General Assembly fulfill
your expectations?
This assembly has exceeded all
predictions. Consider the fact that
two weeks before this assembly, we as
yet did not have the affiliation of the
ILWU. The ILWU, the locals of the
ILA, Bulgaria, Peru, we weren't
aware that they would affiliate, but in
recent weeks all of those have.
What of significance do you feel was
accomplished at this First General
Assembly of the IDC?
I think we've debated at length
the tools we have to use in the future.
We've chosen seven or eight very
important, wide-ranging strategies.
We may only be able to start to implement them in the next two years, but
not complete them.
There's another point that confirms for me the fact that this organization is going to be a success with
the dockers. It's this feeling of exhilaration from the member unions,
because they're able to be part of this
organization. I have the feeling this
has never happened before. There
shouldn't be organizations that are
too lofty because I spend time everyday with leaders, local delegates, and
they have a great need to share opinions with brothers and sisters from
the same industry.
How is the IDC structured and why?
Its structure is simple. The highest body is the General Assembly and
then it has a person who is in charge,
the General Coordinator, and those
who are in charge of different areas of
the world, the Zone C000rdinators,
who make up the body that monitors
compliance with the decisions made
by the General Assembly.
This structure is the will of the
body. We're proposing a union that is

Steve Stallone

Solidarity is give and take

Kenneth Riley, Julian Garcia, and IDC Staffer Teresa Alert at the IDC's March
meeting in Charleston. Garcia is presenting Riley with a framed copy of the
letter the Spanish dockworkers' union gave the captain of the Nordana ship
loaded by scabs in Charleston. The letter informed Nordana the Spanish
dockers wouldn't work any other ship that hadn't been professionally loaded.
The company soon returned to the bargaining table and sealed a deal with
the Charleston locals.
different from the ones that are cur- worst aspects is its great lack of safety
rently in existence, and I believe we at those sites. However, we have two
need a union that has a limited hier- areas we can work on. One is the shiparchy, that is very accessible, very ping companies, because they have
close to the labor organizations, and particular ships and we can talk to the
close to their members. I think it's companies if we analyze on a global
the type of unionism that we should scale the types of ships they have and
have at the international level. There how they function. And then I think
are already very strong organizations we can also do great work at the large
that are part of the IDC. There's the container terminals That's where we
ILWU, the CGT from France—these can demand minimum safety stanare very strong organizations. We dards. I know it's harder to get that at
need an organization with a limited the smaller sites, it's more complicathierarchy so that these great organi- ed. But I think that at the larger terzations can have their own life.
minals, with the large shipping companies, we can do a good job.
I think we have to work on stanWhat is the importance of the HMV
joining the IDC?
dards which, for some large unions
The ILWU is an incredibly presti- that have already worked on this a lot,
gious union, especially in the Pacific. may not mean a great deal. But the
It's a union that combines bargaining average standards some large unions
with struggle. It's recognized all over already have in place are huge for
the world. I've been to Japan, to other countries. So in regards to this,
Australia, and the first thing they ask we will have to get used to the idea
me is what I think of the ILWU. Is it that some large unions will contribute
true that it's affiliated with the IDC? more and reap less in some cases.
The great victory for those that
We mustn't forget the ILWU is a
founding member, but hadn't yet cer- have much more is that the others
tified its affiliation and everyone is will improve, so that they will lose
asking us about the ILWU. They must less. That in itself is a great victory
be asking for a reason. There's anoth- for the larger unions, that the others
er very important element we can't make gains in the area of safety
ignore, which is when I was at the because it's all about money and
event for the Charleston Five, the costs. If the large unions are to make
ILWU contributed $167,000. There is gains, the weaker ones have to make
another example of economic solidar- gains, so that competition is reduced.
ity when the ILWU contributed
$25,000 to cover the IDC deficit. An
organization needs a solid economic Besides the ILWLI's upcoming conbase so it can grow and live and do tract negotiations, the other immedithe things it needs to do, and it's ate issue facing IDC member unions
another area in which the ILWU is the new proposed European Port
makes a great contribution. In all Directive and its attempt to bring free
market practices to the area's harbors.
areas, it's a very important partner.
Another important thing, at least What problems does it pose for
for me, is the contact with Jim European dockworkers?
It's complicated because a whole
Spinosa. To me, it's invaluable, you
can't put a price on sharing opinions host of interests are involved and it
and strategies with influential indi- doesn't just involve shipping, but
rather all the various port services.
viduals like Jim Spinosa.
But what concerns us is the subject of
Among the issues the General the loading and unloading. There are
Assembly tried to deal with is how to two crucial issues that are prejudicial
help each other to standardize safety to the dockers' interests.
One is Article 6.5 of the Directive
regulations on the docks. How do you
see the different unions going about which allows unrestricted hiring by
the companies, as if they were newly
doing that?
It's complicated. It's a difficult established companies, in a desert or
task, but I believe we need to address a place out at sea devoid of people,
it, we need to discuss it, because in where no one lived before. What hapaddition to the deregulation the pens to the ones who are already at
employers are proposing, one of the the port?

And the other complicated issue is
Article 11, which allows for the
unloading of ships by the ship operators themselves that move merchandise among the member countries of
the European Union. If there are
requirements that all shipping companies must meet in all countries, such
as safety, capital investment, protection for the workers, collective bargaining agreements and such, how can
a ship operator come into a port and
not have to meet these requirements?
And then there's another issue
that we realize is not as controversial,
but still is very annoying, and that is
that the Directive calls for the licensing of the dockers. As if the dockers
who have worked at it for 30 years
don't have a profession. I have to take
an exam? I have to defend my status?
It's incredible.
What is the nest move the IDC will
take to try to stop the Port Directive?
It's at a crucial point, and on
March 14, the presidents of the member nations of the European Union
will meet in Barcelona because Spain
is presiding over it for six months.
The European labor organizations
have called on their members
throughout the European Union to
oppose privatization in several industries. I think it will be an important
meeting, to such an extent that the
president of Spain has called for over
10,000 police to control the demonstration. I don't know if Spain has
that many police, but he called for
that. I think that will certainly put
the European Union's ministers on
notice.
We had a work stoppage on Nov.6
in five countries, Portugal, Spain,
France, Greece and Sweden. We
struck all ports for 24 hours on Nov. 6
and we're more than willing to call a
stoppage against the Directive. The
culmination may come at the end of
June, when the ministers of transportation will meet in Seville, followed by a meeting of the heads of
state.
IDC's mission is to be a union
that promotes dialogue, sits down at
the table and reaches agreements,
and works for training, for safety, for
disseminating information. We're not
just an organization that fights.
There are no pictures of strikes in our
brochure, they're all pictures of people working, of professional staff that
is highly productive. There are a lot of
ways to defend our jobs.
You've talked about wanting the IDC
to be recognized as a representative
organization for dockworkers in
national and international arenas. Is
there a place for the IDC to present its
position on the Port Directive to the
European Parliament and try to influence the final policy?
Yes, there are several. There's the
Transportation Commission [of the
European Union] that has promoted
the Directive. We've met with them
on several occasions to voice our disapproval, to give them our position on
the items we oppose in the Directive.
We've approached all the political
caucuses in the European Parliament
and given them our position. And
then we have the various governments, which are also key in the
approving the Directive. We've been
very active on the three fronts.
continued on page 10
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FOREMAN KILLED BY A SHIP'S
HIDDEN HAZARDS

Charleston Five victory celebration

The Stream Express had just tied
up in Long Beach when foreman
John Prohoroff, known as "the
Russian," boarded to prepare for the
longshore crew. "He was on deck
looking down into the hold," said
ILWU walking bosses' Local 94
President George Hilbert. "That's
typical. You look down to figure out
what you're doing."
The ship's crew traditionally sets
up the on-board cranes for the longshore workers, telescoping the boom
out of the cradle. This type of ship's
crane is used to discharge cargo from
the hold after containers have been
taken off the deck.
On March 14, with the Express
tied up at Berth F, Pier 206—an SSA
terminal—something went terribly
wrong. The crewman inadvertently
"two blocked" the gear, hoisting so
far that the block hit the end of the
boom and cut the lines. The spreader,
a 3,000-pound metal ring attached to
the block, then fell 30 feet onto the
Steve Stallone
deck where Prohoroff was standing.
It hit him on the side, throwing him
o a standing ovation of the more than 600 people attending the big party
to the deck. He was rushed to St.
for the Charleston Five victory, the ILWU Coast Committee (left to right:
Mary Medical Center where he was
International Vice President Bob McEllrath, International President Jim
pronounced dead.
Spinosa,
and Coast Committeemen Joe Wenzl and Ray Ortiz Jr.) presented
As in any part of the maritime
1422 President Ken Riley (center) a check for $167,000 to defray the
ILA
Local
industry, safety can never be taken
of defending the wrongly accused longshore workers. The
legal
costs
for granted. A flag-of-convenience
ship may not be properly inspected,
Longshore Division raised the donation through a $2 per person per month
officers and crew may not be aware of assessment of its members.
U.S. safety standards, and even a new
All told, the ILWU contributed more than $300,000 to the defense of the
ship like the Stream Express may
Charleston Five, and its leadership in the struggle helped build the national
have hidden dangers.
and international movement that eventually vindicated them.
Though the investigation continThe party, hosted by Local 1422 at its new hall, was held to thank the
ues, a few facts have come out
many
people who worked to make the victory possible and was attended by
already. The crane is safety-locked
with a key to prevent out-of-sequence
local activists, and unionists from across the country and around the world.
moves, and to stop the winch if the
The Charleston Five, four black longshore workers from ILA Local 1422
large pulleys in the blocks run out of and one white clerk from ILA Local 1771 in Charleston, South Carolina, faced
line. None of these safety measures
several felony rioting counts carrying sentences of up to five years in prison.
kicked in because the safety lock was
The charges stemmed from an incident Jan. 20, 2000 when the
bypassed. Somehow, a key had been
Charleston
locals went to picket a non-union operation in their port. They
left in the lock and it was turned to
were
met by 600 riot clad state police with armored vehicles and on horses
the bypass position. Bypass is only
with paddy wagons waiting. Helicopters circled overhead and patrol boats
used to repair the crane, never during
its actual use in discharging cargo.
cruised the waterside of the terminal. Police lines blocked the longshore workThe investigation continues at press
ers from setting up their picket line and a scuffle ensued.
time.
The rightwing South Carolina Attorney General Charlie Condon then got
Prohoroff was barely 20 years old
a grand jury to indict the five longshore workers on rioting charges. The interwhen he started on San Francisco's
national movement that built to support them eventually put enough political,
docks as a casual in 1958. By 1968 he
economic and legal pressure on the state to reduce the charges to minor mishad worked himself up to 'A' book
demeanors with minimal fines.
status.
Southern
moved
to
"He
"We withstood the test and came out victorious, even in South Carolina,"
California in the summer of 1972 to
Riley told the crowd. "This case was designed to break the backs of one of
be near his Russian Orthodox Church
the most progressive unions in the state. The Attorney General saw an opporcommunity," said George Kuvakas, tunity to get back at us, a small African American local. But he didn't realize
past president of Local 94.
we were so well connected."
Prohoroff worked on the docks
—S.S.
and then transferred into marine
clerks Local 63 before joining Local
94 in 1999. Colleagues remember him
"He was real close to his family," Vera, two sons, John, a casual in
as a union stalwart and a good family Local 94 Secretary-Treasurer Danny Local 13 and Mike, a class 'A' memman.
Miranda said. "He spent lots of time ber of marine clerks Local 63. He had
"He loved the ILWU and hated with them, took them on fishing trips seven grandchildren and a brother
anyone who either sued the union or to Alaska for two weeks, a month at a Steve who is retired in Bay Area.
talked bad about it or its officials," time. They caught some big fish, too."
Kuvakas said.
Prohoroff leaves behind his wife
—Tom Price

T

The Harry Bridges Institute is pleased to announce our

'Around the world tour to
Australia and South Africa."
Join us for an 18-day goodwill voyage from Los Angeles to Sydney and Newcastle,
Australia—then on to Johannesburg, Capetown and a safari in South Africa. We will be
hosted by the MUA in Australia and attend a three-day convention, as well as meeting with
our brother dockworkers in all ports we visit.
The journey begins Sept. 15, 2002—so get your passports ready
and a deposit of $300 will hold your seat.
Price will be around $4,200 and will include airfare, hotels, and most meals.
Contact: Travel Coordinators Roxanne or Michelle Lawrence for information and booking at (310) 831-2397.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
LOCAL 6 DISPUTE
continued from page 2

in Local 6 before the IEB issued its rulings
on election challenges because everyone
understood that the results were not final
until the IEB so ruled.
After the Nov. 29, 2001 vote numerous
election challenges were filed with the IBC,
which conducted evidentiary proceedings
and issued its report and recommendation
for consideration by the IEB.
The majority report of the IBC rejected
all election challenges except two—it
upheld claims that two rival candidates for
Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer--Fred Pecker
and Maria Molina—were ineligible to run
because they had not been "members in
good standing for one year" prior to the vote
as required in the Local 6 Constitution.
On Feb. 12, 2002 the IEB adopted the
IBC majority report and certified the results.
As detailed in the IBC majority report, the
IEB ruled that Pecker was not a member in
good standing and eligible to run for office
under the Local 6 Constitution because he
had been found guilty of malfeasance in
union office in June 2001. The IEB ruled the
office of Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer vacant
and ordered a rerun to be conducted by
Local 6.
Unfortunately, in direct defiance of the
IEB rulings and the International
Constitution, Pecker assumed the office of
Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer. On March 20,
2002 I wrote to Local 6 and Pecker that his
actions violated his duty not just as a
union member but also as a member of the
IEB and I directed him to step down. He
refused. During the last IEB meeting held
on April 25, the IEB directed Pecker to
comply with its ruling without prejudice to
his continuing whatever legal challenges
he wanted. He again refused.
The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL)
is presently investigating challenges filed
by Pecker, Flotte and others on numerous
aspects of the election. The International is
vigorously defending all aspects of its
election certification, including the seating
of the current Local 6 officers and the ineligibility of Flotte and Pecker to run for
Local 6 executive office.
All Local 6 officers presently enjoy
holding office pending the DOL investigation and any later court action solely
because of the IEB's certification of Feb.
12, 2002. Pecker and his supporters cannot cherry-pick the parts of the IEB rulings
that happen to go their way. What is most
outrageous about their tactics is that they
cry bad faith and political intrigue as to the
few IEB rulings against them, while gladly
accepting as just and proper all other IEB's
rulings in their favor.
Pecker's act of assuming the office of
Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer in direct violation of the IEB ruling irreparably harms the
established rules of order and internal
union procedures, even if his eligibility is
somehow later established by the DOL.
This is no different than the political turmoil that would have arisen in the last federal election had candidate George W.
Bush, relying on the vote count, seized the
office of the U.S. President without congressional certification of Al Gore's election challenges and before the U.S.
Supreme Court issued a ruling confirming
a Bush victory.
All ILWU members, especially members who also serve on the IEB, are dutybound to honor and comply with the rulings of the ILWU International concerning
the outcome of the Local 6 election, at
least until the DOL obtains contrary relief.
While we go through our democratic
processes, we should remember that we
must all abide by the ILWU Constitution.
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Local 6 women walked a long road for equal pay
then it wasn't heavy. It was very dirty,
and you had to wear very warm
LWU Warehouse Local 6 held sepa- clothes because it was cold in there.
During the war, they had to get
rate meetings for men and women
in its earliest days. Though that help and they didn't care how they
practice didn't last, separate and got it. They didn't have enough men
unequal status for women persisted in to go around anyway. When the war
the local, as it did in the workforce as a was over, then we went back to what
whole. The local maintained separate they called light duty and heavy duty,
seniority lists and dispatch boards, separated, and the men got the heavy
and the contract specified a lower wage duty jobs.
rate for women.
To get a glimpse ofhow warehouse McClain: Light work is really a miswomen endured—and fought—routine nomer. In warehouse there's heavy
inequities, The Dispatcher talked at work and heavier. There's no such
length with Alpha Hunter Now secre- thing as light work.
tary for the West Bay Local 6
Women worked the production
Pensioners, Hunter owns a 50-year his- line. A male might feed empty bottles
tory as an ILWU activist. She served as and empty cans and take off on the
shop steward, General Executive other end, but it was always women
Board member and International on that production line. The women
Convention Delegate. We also spoke had the tedious, really harder job on
with Mable Jordan, a longtime shop that line. A male could roam all over
steward whose 30 years in warehouse picking up this and picking up that
ended after she got her hand caught in and slip outside and have a smoke or
a machine in 1979, and International whatever. But a woman was glued to
Secretary-Treasurer Emeritus Curtis that line and had to always get a
McClain, who came up through the relief if there was a need for relief in
Local 6 ranks and served as business between the regular breaks.
agent and local president.
By Marcy Rein

I

Photo courtesy of Alpha Hunter

Hunter: At one time they had over
6,000 women working in the industry,
and it wasn't all just because of the
war, either. I'd go down the
Embarcadero and you could pick out
the houses where there was men's
and women's jobs, cause all the
waterfront then was coffee. There
was Folgers, Hills Brothers, MJB,
those took up from Market Street all
the way back up to Howard. There
was nothing in there but coffee
plants. The Hills Brothers building is
still there, you can still see the sign
on the side of the building when
you're driving to the East Bay.
I've been in the union since 1943,
and I made my book in 1944. My first
job was at Hills Brothers, but I was
only there six weeks. They thought I
was pregnant, so they laid me off.
I went to Folgers and worked
there from '43 to '45. I left that one
and went to a "man'sjob." Men's jobs
paid about 21, 22 cents an hour more
than women's. That was at John
Deere Plow Co, down there in the
Mission District. I went in there as an
order-filler.
Some of that work was light,
packing the small parts that go to
some of the machinery they used.
Some was heavy, when you picked up
one of those motors. We had a foreman who was very good, he came in
and showed us how to do it so you
wouldn't hurt yourself. He said,
"Now if it gets too big and too heavy
don't lift it, let the men do it," and he
showed us how to use a hand truck to
lift up under a small motor, lean it
over and just tilt it with your foot and

Jordan: When I worked at Western
Coffee in Burlingame, I became the
forelady. I was doing the men's and
the women's jobs. When the men
came in and didn't know how to do
the work, I would show them. I knew
how to work all the parts in the plant.
I could do the packing,I could run the
machines, I could throw the glass. I
would do the filling, relieve the girls
doing the packing. So I was working
all around.
Sometimes there was a big difference between men's and women's
jobs, sometimes there wasn't. If you
were working on the line, it was considered a women's job, but the men
could do it.
If you were running a tea
machine, it was packing the tea, putting it into boxes, going down the
line. The women would be sitting
there watching the machine, and if
anything happened they would cut it
off. Then a mechanic would come and
fix the machine.
The coffee machine would do
mostly the same thing. You'd be operating and packing at the same time.
This would be in the '50s. The men
made more money than the women
did. We'd be doing part of the men's
work, but not getting their pay.

Alpha Hunter nominating Harry Bridges for ILWU International President at the
18th Biennial Convention in 1969.
we'd just get up and say what was
wrong.

For years, women in Local 6 tried to
close the pay gap by raising wage
rates in the master contract, which
specified a "minimum basic wage for
men" and "minimum basic wage for
women." The 1954 convention, for
example, voted to ask for a 10-cent
raise for men and a 15-cent raise for
women.
"I'll stop fighting for equal wages
for women when I can walk into a grocery store and buy a loaf of bread for
17-112 cents," said delegate Betty de
Losada, quoted in The Dispatcher
(March 19, 1954). The paper went on to
note that a loaf of bread then cost 22
cents.
The gap did narrow slowly. In
1937, women's wages were at best 74
percent of men's, 45-50 cents per hour
compared to the men's 70 cents per,
according to ILWU Oral History
Project Coordinator Harvey Schwartz.
By 1961, women were making 89 percent of men's wages. In contract negotiations that year, the employer initially
proposed an 8-10 cent increase for men
and nothing for women. The members
rejected that in a strike vote. They ultimately got 21 cents across-the-board.
"This was the biggest increase to date,"
Sometimes the production lines would McClain said.
shut down temporarily, and even
women with seniority would get laid Jordan: The union was working tryoff if no "light duty"jobs were avail- ing to get the women equal pay with
able.
the men, because if you were doing
the same job a man was doing you
Hunter: You'd get laid off and there were supposed to get the same pay.
was some man working there three or They finally got it in the contract so
four years, under you, the employer would have to pay the
and you had to go women the same pay. When it went
home and they stay through in the contract some houses
there and yet they tried to get around paying some
couldn't do your job. women men's wages.
And [management]
would have them Hunter: And there had come a law
drifting around there from back east, because they had the
doing what they could same problem back there, a national
make them do. We had law, and they tried to enforce it.
conventions
every Curtis said it's a national law now, if
year and we'd speak a woman wants to do the heavy work,
about it, why they'd let her do it. I had been there about
lay us off and keep the seven or eight years and gotten laid
men.
off and they had to call me back.
Most of the
women who'd been
working in the hous- The National War Labor Board, which
es before they were governed wages, prices and profits
unionized acted like during World War II, had set a precethey were scared. Not dent by supporting equal pay for
many of them would women doing equal work. Pay equity
get up and make a legislation died in Congress immediremark. I'm talking ately after the war, but political support
about the white began to build. The CIO and many of
especially. its national affiliates urged equal pay
women
Mable Jordan at a Local 6 convention c. 1970
The Black women, clauses in contracts starting in 1945,

and the policy carried through after the
AFL-CIO merger The Equal Pay Act
eventually passed in 1963 with strong
backing from the Kennedy administration and its Commission on the Status
of Women, which included several
union activists. Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of1964 broadened the antidiscrimination protections.
The 1964-67 master contract
between Local 6 and the Distributors
Assn. of Northern California was the
first that did not include a "women's
wage."It substituted the classification
of "light warehouse labor" for the
women's minimum. Still, union members had to use the grievance process
to enforce equal treatment.
McClain: We did bring grievances in
some cases where a woman felt she
could do a job that was being performed by a person with a lesser
amount of seniority. At one whiskey
house women were saying they could
do the jobs that men were doing
because they did it during the war,
and we filed grievances there as well.
In the '60s and '70s, if they called
a new person and there was a person
with seniority still off that job, we'd
force the company to take that person. There wasn't a big change in the
work women were doing, but women
started doing certain jobs they
weren't doing before.
Hunter: If women were applying for
a job, they had to take them, because
whoever's name was on the board got
dispatched and they had to take
them. If you could do the work, they
had to keep you if your seniority was
higher. If your seniority was low, you
got laid off regardless of whether you
could do a man's work. But if you
could work the job, they couldn't lay
you off any more. If a man was working there four years and I was there
six, and he was doing a job that I
could do, then he went.
While McClain was Local 6president,
between 1970 and 1976, the local integrated the hiring hall. The master
contract that took effect in 1976 finally got rid of the "light warehouse
work" classification. All wage rates
became gender neutral.

Thanks to ILWU Librarian and
Director of Educational Services
Eugene Vrana, historian Harvey
Schwartz and the Labor Archives and
Research Center at San Francisco
State University for research assistance.
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Local 23 gets thanks for good deeds
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Ann Brooks,
Community
Relations
Coordinator for
Tacoma
the
Public Schools,
gives a framed
"Thank
You"
from
drawing
the
of
one
chilschool's
dren to Local 23
member Dragan
as
Butorac
Local 23 President Roger Boespflug looks on. The local has raised more
than $21,000 over the past two years for holiday scholarships for the district's neediest children.
"I cannot even imagine what it's like to be a child whose house is
'skipped' by Santa," Brooks said. "I cannot even imagine having to tell
my children there's no money for Christmas this year, and maybe not
even enough money for dinner. And because of the generosity of the men
and women of the ILWU Local 23, more than 120 of our neediest families
did not have to experience that kind of heartbreak over the holidays these
past two years."
Attached to the drawing was a brass tag which read, "ILWU Local 23
Holiday Scholarship Drive—Thank you for your love and support of
Tacoma's kids."
—S.S.
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Unions protest the war on workers
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Scott Braley

Longshore retired,
deceased and survivors
RECENT RETIREES: Local 13—
Thomas Stephenson, John P.
Guerrero; Local 19—Gary Oakes;
Local 21—Ronald Moore, James
Herron;
Local
40—James
Blankenbaker, Herbert Burk.

Local 34—Donald McRae (Virginia),
Arthur Kinsey Jr. (Joan), Donald
Davis (NiVyn), John Frankfurth; Local
40— Humbert Quintanilla; Local
46—Harry Valdivia; Local 47 —
Thomas Harpel (Jerrilee), Vernon
Scott;
Local 63—Roy
Bray.
DECEASED:
Local
4—Henry (Survivors in parenthesis.)
Larson; Local 8—Richard King
(Betty), Patrick Cavanaugh (Grace); DECEASED SURVIVORS: Local 4—
Local 10—Richard Cleaver (Hazel), Joyce Cloud; Local 8—Geraldine
M. L. Simon (Ida), Billy Ambers Halvorsen, Catherine Mortimore;
(Juanita), Frank Gaskin (Mary), Local 10—Maria Braz, Vera Gordon,
Richard Duhagon (Shirley), Jack Dorothy Johnson, Jodella Peralta;
Quist°, Lara Salvador, Fred Holley; Local 13—Nora Musser, Mildred
Local 13—Jesus Sosa (Emilia), Preszler, Lois Woerner, Clara
James Oxford, Mark Pesusich Hansen; Local 14—Peggy Hooper;
(Marion), Hardy Crumby (Virgie), Local 19—Ruby Makee, Evelyn Ross,
Roy Figuerora (Dolores), Steve Howe Sylvia Sellman; Local 23—Lenora
(Leah), James Adelman, John L. Little; Local 34—Sylvia Smith, Ruth
Reyes; Local 19—Fred Sellers, John King, Gladys Sharp, Zita Rhodes;
Enebrad; Local 21—William Jaynes Local 40—Loraine Christensen;
(Doris); Local 23—David Dalton Local 46—Santos Cavazos; Local
(Jeremiah), Robert Koreger; Local 52—Ruth Geis; Local 94—Faye Reid.
29—Emery Huff(Lela), Ernest Peer,

Garcia interview
How did you come to hear about the
plight ofthe Charleston Five and what
happened that day when you told the
captain of the scab-loaded Nordan-a
lines ship about your concerns?
We received an e-mail from an
ILWU longshoreman. Solidarity
strikes are banned in Spain, so we
never attempted to call a strike for
solidarity. We claimed there were hazardous working conditions because
the ship was loaded incorrectly. When
I delivered the letter to the ship's captain so he could send it on to the central office, the ship was paralyzed
because the workers were telling me
that they couldn't work under those
kinds of hazardous conditions. We
pointed out it wasn't loaded by professionals. The work continued, but
we told them that in future trips, if
the problem wasn't settled in
Charleston, we'd stop work from the
beginning.
I went personally to the ship in
Barcelona with a couple of our brothers, one of whom speaks English, so
the captain would have no trouble
understanding us. The shipping
agent, the ship's representative in

The ILWU longshore Local 10 Drill Team flanked Local 10 President
Richard Mead (holding microphone) as he addressed the March for Justice in
downtown Oakland, California March 23. The Drill Team led the march
through the city's downtown to denounce the domestic fallout of the "war on
terrorism." More than 300 members of some three dozen unions and other
organizations blew off the threat of rain to march in support of airport screeners, hotel and restaurant workers, longshore workers and others hurt or menaced by the wake of 9-11.
"We think our real security rests on the well-being of working people,
said Michael-David Sasson, president of the Coalition of University
Employees union and a member of the Labor Committee for Peace and
Justice, which organized the march. "But instead of protecting workers, the
war on terrorism is taking its toll on us. We're paying with lost jobs, lost liberties and lost public services."
Speakers at the rally slammed the government's failure to help hotel
workers stranded by massive layoffs and the legislation that deprived legal
immigrants of their jobs as baggage screeners. Local 10 President Mead
ripped the Maritime and Port Security Act now facing Congress, which would
subject ILWU members to background checks and possible firings while
ignoring potential security risks in the containers themselves.
"We're not the terrorists," Mead told the crowd. "The events of 9-11 pose
new questions regarding security, but threats to our civil rights aren't the
answer."
Labor groups endorsing the march included ILWU Local 10, the San
Francisco Central Labor Council AFL-C10, the Oakland Education Assn., SEIU
Locals 790 (by far the San Francisco Bay Area's largest local), 1877 (Justice
for Janitors) and 715, POWER (People Organized to Win Employment Rights),
HERE Locals 2 and 2850, American Federation of Teachers Local 1474 and
Plumbers Local 393 from San Jose.
—M.E.R

continued from page 7

Spain, knows us well and had already All of us are here to get something
spoken to the captain and the compa- from it. We mustn't ever forget this
ny and told them that if we were say- because we'd be lying to ourselves
ing we would do that, it was because constantly.
we'd make good on it.
We talk about solidarity, but what
They responded very calmly. we're all trying to do is guarantee our
They said they would send it to their situation, someone else's situation,
headquarters. And they even invited and it's a compendium of many stous to have a drink. They were very ries, this solidarity thing. I didn't
nice about it.
know anyone from Charleston. I had
trouble finding Charleston on the
This was a major turning point in the map. Why did we offer our solidarity?
Charleston Five struggle. It has been It wasn't because of the brothers and
hailed as a great act of international sisters from Charleston, it was to
worker solidarity.
guarantee our situation in Spain.
I don't think that things are done Because if they lost in Charleston, we
for the simple sake of solidarity. The would start to lose in Spain. It's a
word solidarity is a large box full of question of interests and I believe we
many concepts. I believe the large need to be clear about that and the
unions make all these efforts because workers should not be ashamed to
they need the rest of the unions to speak in those terms because that's
make gains so they can reduce the reality.
competition. It's a give and take. I
Now that I've been to Charleston
don't think they're good just to be and know the people, it's true that I
good. We all get something from it have a different relationship with
when we become part of internation- them and other feelings, but our
al organizations. Nobody belongs to action was motivated solely by selfthese types of organizations because defense.
they are good individuals, great people, or good or great organizations. What do you think is the significance

ofthe Charleston Five victory?
What happened in Charleston has
been a boost. There was a lack of discussion about the profession among
the dockers and also a sense of constant defeat because we've experienced too many years of automation,
the loss of jobs, the precariousness of
our labor relations. And I think that
Charleston signals an end to the downward spiral. Charleston will mean the
dockers will once again believe in their
great strength. We're playing a leading
role in the globalization.
The Charleston Five fight has
taught us to win, that we won't continue to slide down, that we'll rise
again, that the dockers have regained
their self-confidence and realized the
importance of the work we do. It's
made us realize we're holding the
transportation chain together and in
this movie about globalization, we're
the leading characters. Our name is
prominently displayed on the marquee. There's free trade, the maritime issue is exploding, and we're in
the middle of this development. And
consequently we have to make our
voice heard. No one can speak for us.
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MONEY MATTERS
it's your money
By Joelbarra
we must guard against spending the International's funds to
ILWU International Secretary-Treasurer
pay off debts incurred for political reasons.
he budget (projected expenses) and the income (per
Those who disregard our Convention actions and rankcapita) of the International Union are set by the and-file decisions should, in my opinion, be called to answer
International Convention—a group of mostly rank-and- for their actions. Just last summer a (former) department head
file delegates representing the diverse membership of the told me that his budget was "lousy and screwed up"—a cornILWU. This is done after much consideration and
debate about the direction and programs that
should guide the International for the three years
between Conventions.
The budget adopted by the Convention is a
"bare bones" budget with no room for large unanticipated expenses. The cash available to the
International for emergencies is well below the target reserves of six months' expenses and most of
the reserves are restricted to organizing activities.
Article VI, Section 1 of the International
Constitution charges the Titled Officers—the
President, the two Vice Presidents and the
Secretary-Treasurer—collectively with the responsibility of coordinating and directing the affairs of
the International and the selection, employment
and assignment of personnel. This same section
also states, "The Titled Officers shall act upon all
questions affecting the interests of the union, consistent with the policies adopted by the membership..
Stated another way, the Titled Officers are not
free agents doing what ever they please. They are
bound by the policies set by the membership and are respon- ment in my view that shows contempt and disrespect for the
ILWU rank and file.
sible for the prudent use of the membership's money.
A number of these complaints centered on the Organizing
More and more it seems that some individuals think that
the International has unlimited funds and that it is okay to "stick Department. However the facts show a different story—actual
the International" with a wide variety of unbudgeted expenses. expenses and budgets have increased substantially over the
Some would squander all of our funds because they cannot say past seven to eight years.
In 1994, my first year as International Secretary-Treasurer,
"no" to unrealistic programs and unrealistic demands. Then
there are some who say, "There is money in this department's our organizing budget was $995,869 and our actual expenses
budget, so let's spend it," whether we need to or not. Finally, were $630,050. In 2000, the organizing budget was

T

$1,330,124 and actual expenses—real dollars that were
spent—were $1,502,730. In six short years, our organizing
expenses increased by 139 percent without a corresponding
number of organized successes.
We also have those who know or should know how to
save the International money, but choose not to do so because
they might be a little inconvenienced. For example,
booking airline reservations in advance can often
save substantial amounts of money. Also, shopping around for hotel accommodations can result
in substantial savings.
In the very near future, we will begin the
process of putting together a new three-year
budget which will be discussed and eventually
presented to the Convention that will be held early
next year.
At that Convention, the delegates will have an
opportunity to review the proposed budget and
will have a say on funding new programs as well
as the old programs. Most importantly, they will
vote on whether to increase, decrease or maintain
the present per capita.
An important consideration must be the
effects of per capita increases on those many,
many members who are at the low end of the
wage structures.
The financial books of the International are
audited every quarter. In addition, the trustees and
International Executive Board spend a substantial
amount of time reviewing the International's finances. These
reports are mailed to each local and affiliate for all ILWU members to review. I strongly encourage all members to review
these reports and raise any questions they may have with their
IEB representative.
It is vital that the ILWU leadership be held responsible for
assuring all of our members that their money is being used wisely and that wastefulness will not be tolerated regardless of where
it comes from. Be vigilant, it's your union, and your money!

ILWU leadership
must be held
responsible for
assuring members
their money is
being used wisely.

Paul Robeson Peace Arch Memorial Concert
Saturday, May 18
12 noon-5p.m.

Peace Arch Park
Blaine, WA border crossing
After the U.S. government forbade Paul
Robeson from leaving the country to give a
solidarity concert, he stood on the back of a
flatbed truck at the U.S.-Canadian border
and sang for 40,000 people. Unionists from
Washington State and British Columbia will
mark the 50th anniversary of his brave act
with this concert for peace and solidarity.

Area ILWU and IBU locals will participate.
For more info:1BU National SecretaryTreasurer Terri Mast, 206-284-6001.

union party @ the river
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Charlie & the Night Cats
and Mick Martin
& the Blues Rockers
Saturday, May ii * 6-1 I p.m.

IMPORTANT NOTICE ON ILWU POLITICAL ACTION FUND
Delegates to the 30th Triennial Convention of the ILWU, meeting in Honolulu,
Hawaii, April 7-11, 1997, amended Article X of the International Constitution to read:
"SECTION 2. The International shall establish a Political Action Fund which
shall consist exclusively of voluntary contributions. The union will not favor or disadvantage any member because of the amount of his/her contribution or the decision not
to contribute. In no case will a member be required to pay more than his/her pro rata
share of the union's collective bargaining expenses. Reports on the status of the fund
and the uses to which the voluntary contributions of the members are put will be made
to the International Executive Board.
"The voluntary contributions to the Political Action Fund shall be collected as follows:
"Up to One Dollar Fifty Cents($1.50) of each March and July's per capita payment
to the International Union shall be diverted to the Political Action Fund where it will
be used in connection with federal, state and local elections. These deductions are suggestions only, and individual members are free to contribute more or less than that
guideline suggests. The diverted funds will be contributed only on behalf of those members who voluntarily permit that portion of their per capita payment to be used for that
purpose. The Titled Officers may suspend either or both diversions if, in their judgement, the financial condition of the International warrants suspension.
"For three consecutive months prior to each diversion each dues paying member
of the union shall be advised of his/her right to withhold the contribution or any portion thereof otherwise made in March and July. Those members expressing such a
desire, on a form provided by the International Union, shall be sent a check in the
amount of the contribution or less if they so desire, in advance of the member making
his/her dues payment to the local union for the month in which the diversion occurs,
"Those members who do not wish to have any portion of their per capita payment
diverted to the Political Action Fund, but wish to make political contributions directly
to either the Political Action Fund or their local union, may do so in any amounts
whenever they wish."
LI No contribution—I do not wish to contribute to the ILWU Political Action
Fund. I understand that the International will send me a check for the entire amount
of the Political Action Fund contribution ($1.50) prior to July 1, 2002.
U Less than $1.50-1 do not wish to contribute the entire amount to the ILWU
I understand that the International
Political Action Fund. I will contribute
will send me a check for the difference between my contribution and the entire amount
of the ILWU Political Action Fund ($1.50) prior to July I, 2002.
I]More than $1.50-1 wish to contribute more than the minimum voluntary contribution ($1.50) to the ILNATrJ Political Action Fund. Enclosed please find my check for

at Union Park on the River Walk,
West Sacramento
I S at the gate, 10 in advance

SIGNATURE

Ntk.vE

ce.
Tickets available through your union
For more information call ILWU Local 17, 916-371-5638 x12.
*Coalition of Organized Labor. Proceeds will benefit
C.0.0.1...'s political actiOn and community outreach work.
An all—union event! All vendors and performers are union.

ADDRESS
LOCAL *UNIT #

RETURN TO:ILWU, 1188 Franklin Street • San Francisco, CA 94109
NOTE: CONTRIBUTIONS ARE NOT DEDUCTIBLE AS CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
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Leadership Education and Development Institute
The Titled Officers firmly believe that the membership's understanding and appreciation of their rights, responsibilities, and heritage is essential to the kind of solidarity needed to build the union and work for the
ILWU program in the community
We are therefore pleased to announce the ILWUs second Leadership
Education and Development Institute(LEAD),to be held September 15-19,
2002, in Palm Springs California.
Participation requires a member's commitment to be of service to the
union, to participate in new organizing programs, and to be an effective
union representative.
Through LEAD, we want to encourage the development of new leadership with a firm grasp of union finances and administrative procedures, an
understanding of the relationship of the local unions to the International
(and the Coast Committee), and a working knowledge of the democratic
processes that have been the foundation for leadership and decision-making in the ILWU for decades.
The curriculum will be intensive and challenging. Instructors will be
drawn from the ranks of active and retired members as well as staff from
both the International and the AFL-CIO. In addition to building leadership
skills, this edition of LEAD will focus on how the many meanings of diver

sity—gender, race, politics, geography, ethnicity, industrial groupings—
have been the bedrock of strength and democracy in the ILWU.
Participation will be limited to a maximum of 100 members of the
ILWU and the 1BU who have been active in their ILWU local or 1BU region
as committee members, stewards, trustees, executive board members, or
caucus and convention delegates. Priority will be given to those members
who have not held full-time paid union office and did not participate in the
first LEAD program in 1998.
Applications may be made directly by members, or the local union may
nominate participants who will also be required to fill out the LEAD application. For reasons ofspace and diversity, we anticipate having to limit each
affiliate to two participants, but we will create a waiting list in rase of cancellations (or non-participation by any locals).
The LEAD budget, helped greatly by a generous contribution from the
Longshore Division, will cover participants' housing and some meals, training materials and facilities, and guest instructors. Requests for financial
assistance will be considered in cases of economic hardship.
Official applications will soon be mailed to each U.S. local and 1BU region.
Interested members may use the application reprinted here, or may download an application from the ILWU website: www.ilwu.orgilead/App.pdf.

International Longshore & Warehouse Union
Leadership Education and Development Institute
September 15-19, 2002
Palm Springs, California

APPLICATION
Name:
Address/City/State/Zip:
Phone:
ILWU Local or IBU Region:
Year became ILWU member:
Previous/other union affiliations/memberships:

Email:
Book/plug/registration number:

List all positions held in ILWU indicating whether elected, appointed or volunteered. Was position paid? Full-time? Include all committees, executive board,
district council, caucus or convention delegate & dates of service:

Describe participation in ILWU programs, such as organizing, political action, solidarity picket lines, type of involvement (attach more sheets if necessary):

Reason(s) for participating in LEAD (attach additional sheets if necessary):

Answers to the following items will help to assure selection of a diverse group of participants:
Occupation:
Gender:

Employer:
Race/ethnicity':
Language(s) spoken/read:

Years on the job:

To help determine what types of instructional media to use at LEAD, please indicate whether you are experienced and/or comfortable with:
Sending and receiving email
Using a computer keyboard and word processor

LEAD will be conducted as an educational retreat. Participants are expected to attend all sessions
and will be housed together in double rooms, but may upgrade to single room at own expense.

Send completed application to: LEAD Applications, Joe lbarra, Secretary-Treasurer,
ILWU, 1188 Franklin Street, San Francisco, CA 94109 (or by fax:(415) 775-1302).
All applications must be received at the International head uarters by 5p m Friday. June 14, 2002

Bound Dispatchers for sale
Beautiful, hardcover collections of The Dispatcher for 1997, 1998, 1999,
2000 and 2001 are now available. These are a must for Locals and individuals keeping a record of the union's activities. Get your copies of the
ILWU's award-winning newspaper while the limited supply lasts. Send a
check for $50.00 for each volume (year) to The Dispatcher at:

Bound Dispatchers
c/o The Dispatcher, 1188 Franklin Street, 4th Floor,
$an Franci co QA 94109

